London – Zion - 2012
are you ready for the grand illusion?
All credit for this work goes to Rik Clay
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London Olympics 2012 : Zion (The New Jerusalem)
When the logo for the London Olympics was unveiled in June 2007 at the cost of £400,000
there was significant public uproar due to both the cost and how terrible it looked.

Despite public pressure, the International Olympic Committee stood fast on keeping the
logo, with no flexibility. In other words, this particular logo was very important. Why?
There are many interpretations spread about the net, all intended to dissolve the true
symbolic meaning behind the logo. It has been claimed to look like a swastika, a runner
and even Lisa Simpson but these are all ridiculous diversions.
On first glance you can easily make out the numbers 2012, but why the random 'dot'?
Here's why...

Are we to believe that the London 2012 Olympics are going to facilitate the implementation
of Zion - the 'New Jerusalem'?
To recite William Blake's poem 'Jerusalem':
And did those feet in ancient time
Walk upon England's mountains green?
And was the holy Lamb of God
On England's pleasant pastures seen?
And did the Countenance Divine
Shine forth upon our clouded hills?
And was Jerusalem builded here

Among these dark Satanic mills?
Bring me my bow of burning gold:
Bring me my arrows of desire:
Bring me my spear: O clouds unfold!
Bring me my chariot of fire.
I will not cease from mental fight,
Nor shall my sword sleep in my hand
Till we have built Jerusalem
In England's green and pleasant land.
An 18th century writer, artist and esotericist, William Blake had connections with
Freemasonry. Was this early work a declaration of the esoteric agenda, for all to see? After
all he was 'involved'.
home
Continued below...

London Olympics 2012 : Zion : Street Plan
I shall start by stating my intentions. With my research, I do not intend to cause panic or
fear, or to create a platform for prejudice and hate. I publish these views in order to simply
raise awareness. To raise awareness on the grounds, that if indeed something does
transpire during the London Olympics 2012, you can observe the event with a critical eye.
It is my intention to ensure we shall not be duped!
Following my two previous articles concerning the Olympics 2012, I decided to cast my
eyes into the air and look down again. You guessed it, out came Google Maps.
Here's a map and satellite view of the Olympics 2012 Site. Zoom in and take a look:

Stratford in London, is to become host to the Olympic village, which is undergoing massive
regeneration due to the project. The site was claimed to be the last area of suitable waste
land in London. Pretty lucky eh? Or maybe it was left alone for years for this very reason! I
choose the latter.
home
Continued below...

And so... to the point. Take a look at the Olympic site with the Google Maps road view. On
a first glance it looks like any other map view, but persevere... take a closer look at the
road names (click to enlarge):

You will find that the entire site of the Olympic Village is surrounded by somewhat biblical
and mystical road names. The New Jerusalem you ask?
home
Continued below...

The Roads
1. East Cross Route (actually the A12 or A'20'12) : ref. "The Eastern Cross"
The Eastern Orthodox cross (also known as Crux Orthodoxa, the Byzantine cross, the
Eastern cross, and the "Russian" cross) can be considered a modified version of the
Patriarchal cross, having two smaller crossbeams, one at the top and one near the bottom,
in addition to the longer crossbeam.
Notice how the East Cross Route is also an A road - numbered A12.
Given the UK has hundreds of A roads, what's the likelihood that of all roads, the
A'20'12 intersects the Olympic site?
Pause for a second and think about the shape of the letter A... yes it's a pyramid with a
capstone. So symbolically the only major road which 'crosses' the Olympic site, is
the A(Pyramid) (20)12. home

2. Carpenter's Road : ref. "Joseph"
Joseph's profession is described in the Gospels as a τεκτων, a Greek word for a variety of
skilled craftsmen, but Christian tradition has him as a "carpenter".

3. Great Eastern Road : ref. Eastern Star
The Order of the Eastern Star is the largest fraternal organization in the world that both
men and women can join. It was established in 1850 by Rob Morris, a lawyer and educator
who had been an official with the Freemasons.
Logo Of The Order Of The Eastern Star

As you can see the emblem for the "Order Of The Eastern Star" is a pentagram - similar
to that found on the UK Passport. An acknowledgement of the pagan deity Satan /
Saturn.

4. Angel Lane : ref. Angel Gabriel / The Holy Spirit
Angels visit Joseph and Mary. Angels announced Christ's birth to Mary and Joseph. The
angel Gabriel visited Mary in Nazareth. She was engaged to Joseph. Gabriel told Mary
she would give birth to the Son of God. Mary was a virgin. Gabriel told her God's power
would make the conception possible. Gabriel said, "Nothing will be impossible with God".

5. Temple Mills Lane
Temple Mills were water mills belonging to the Knights Templar - "The Poor FellowSoldiers of Christ and of the Temple of Solomon".

6. Church Road (Update)
Although not shown on the above map (but please do look in Google), the road on the
north east perimeter of the complex takes it's name from the Christian place of worship, a
church. home

The Location - Ley Lines
The Olympics 2012 site is situated between Leyton and Leytonestone. The "Ley" found in
their names originates from the term 'Ley lines'.
For those who are in the dark:
Ley lines, or Leys, are alignments of ancient sites stretching across the landscape. Ancient
sites or holy places may be situated in a straight line ranging from one or two to several
miles in length. A ley may be identified simply by an aligned placing of marker sites, or it
might be visible on the ground for all or part of its length by the remnants of an old straight
track.
Our ancestors knew that ley lines, earth grids and vortexes were energy sources
and centers that were to be considered holy.
A "Ley Line" is one a number of lines which form part of an energy grid which cross the
Earth. The energy - metaphysical in nature.
So is there any documentary proof that 'Ley lines' cross near Leyton and Leytonestone?
You bet there is...
The bender site, and the old yew tree in it, were the short-lived heart of Leytonstonia,
decorated with a kerb-henge, a replica of Stonehenge made with kerbstones. (Some
talked of the significance of the names Leyton and Leytonstone, of their relation to
ley lines more generally, as though this might explain the energy of the protest
sites. A brickhenge was made at Clarement Road, halfway between Leyton and
Leytonstone.)
The Olympics site lies in an area synonymous with mystical - metaphysical - earth energy.
Is this yet another coincidence or part of a plan for the 2012 Olympics which was put into
motion way before the event was officially finalised?

Conclusions
It seems the Olympics 2012 site was picked for reasons which go far beyond that of 'spare
waste land'.
The roads which encompass the site, contain biblical and Masonic references, lying
dormant for years, as if to become part of some majestic ritual.
And if that wasn't enough, a new construction intersecting 'Angel Lane' looks to be forming
a grand procession.
In the BBC interview "It will be a lasting legacy" with Jean Pickering, the former Olympic
bronze medallist was quoted as saying:
I remember running along Angel Lane to get the train to work and hearing all the market
stall holders cheering me on.
That's true East End spirit. home
References to 'lasting legacy', 'Angel Lane', and 'true spirit' sound ominous to me, given
our 'Zion' street map.
Britain's spiritual landmarks - Stonehenge, Glastonbury Tor and Avebury, all rest upon 'ley
lines' (areas of intense earth energy). Could it be any more bewildering that they have
chosen such a site for our Olympic games? And that it just so happened to be vacant for
the occasion?
To close I would like to end with a reference from the Bible. Note the chapter and verse
numbers.
Mark 11:11
Then Jesus went into Jerusalem and into the temple and looked around at everything.
Since it was already late, he went out with his twelve disciples to Bethany.
At 11:11, Jesus enters Jerusalem, or should that be the New Jerusalem - Zion!
home
Continued below...

Beijing Olympics 2008 : Zion & The Fifth World
On 5th May 2005, Tony Blair held a UK general election, which secured him another 3
years in power. (555)
On 6th June 2006, everyone expected a day of the devil. Nothing happened. (666)
On 7th July 2007, Al Gore organised a series of concerts around the world, initiating a 3
year campaign to combat climate change. (777)
At Live Earth, not only did the audience take part in a 'sun worship' ritual during the
opening number to 'Genesis' (credits to Matthew Delooze for his brilliant work on
'Breaking The Serpent Spell'):

We were also treated to a fantastic finale by our lady 'Madonna' (unfortunately she didn't
perform her crucifixion act):

home

The Beijing Olympics commenced at 8.08pm CST on 8th August 2008. (888)

Are you starting to see a pattern here? It appears that numerologically significant days
of the year entertain events controlled by 'the governing powers'.
With all the commotion surrounding the Beijing Olympics, it's hard to remember why we
actually do these events... maybe it's because of what they symbolically represent.
"There are many myths surrounding the origin of the ancient Olympic Games. The most
popular legend describes that Heracles was the creator of the Olympic Games, and built
the Olympic stadium and surrounding buildings as an honor to his father Zeus, after
completing his 12 labours. The Olympics were of fundamental religious importance,
contests alternating with sacrifices and ceremonies honouring both Zeus (whose colossal
statue stood at Olympia), and Pelops, divine hero and mythical king of Olympia."
So you could say that the Olympic Games, at the very least, are a pagan event honouring
Zeus 'King Of The Gods' or the 'creator' if you like. Makes you wonder what his '20'12
labours were?

home
Moving swiftly on to Beijing 2008, let's take a look at the logo:

With a little 'cut and paste' (taking elements from the suprisingly 'unathletic' figure for an
Olympic logo), this can be written as:

home

Isn't that what the 2012 London Olympics logo says too?

You bet it is! What are the chances? Two Olympic games in succession where the
logo contains the word 'Zion'. Is it me or is this something that just doesn't happen by
chance? Here lies every insinuation that, between the years of 2008 and 2012, there is a
4-year plan for the creation of 'Zion', a 'New Jerusalem'.
Let's delve deeper... You may recall that sometime last year the Beijing Olympic
Committee unveiled the 5 mascots for the Olympics. The date for this was, are you ready?
11th November 2007. Yes... 11th of the 11th, or 11:11.
"A set of five doll mascots for the 2008 Olympic Games were unveiled in Beijing on
November 11, exactly 1,000 days before the event's opening ceremony."
xin_4411031616391521020167

Here's the little critters... all 5 of them, coloured just like the Olympic rings. Ignore
their pyramidal hats for a moment because there's something much weirder going
on here...
You may recall my interpretation of the Olympic rings a month or two back, but to repeat symbolically each of the rings represents one of the 5 cycles of time which the Mayan
calendar comprises. Each ring connects to one other... giving the impression that a new
cycle starts before the end of an old... a transition period so to speak - a bit like the one
we're in now (1992-2012), the 'time of no-time', according to the Mayans.

home
Without further ado, here's the official stance on the Beijing 2008 mascots:
Nini (green) : Wind. Every spring and summer, the children of Beijing have flown beautiful
kites on the currents of wind that blow through the capital.
YingYing (orange) : Animal. Like all antelopes, Yingying is fast and agile and can swiftly
cover great stretches of land as he races across the earth.
Huanhuan (red) : Fire. He is the "big brother". He is a child of fire, symbolizing the Olympic
Flame.
Jingjing (black) : Nature. Symbolizing the lush forest and the harmonious relationship
between man and nature.
BeiBei (blue) : Water. Strong in water sports, she reflects the blue Olympic ring.
Take note of BeiBei, the blue mascot representing water:
beibei

What's that on BeiBei's forehead? A 'spiritual' third eye?
If you order the mascots, just like the Olympic rings - red (fire), green (wind), black
(nature), orange (animal), blue (spirit), a pattern emerges describing what could be seen
as the evolution of consciousness as taught in esoteric circles.
Mineral / Element > Plant > Animal > Human > ... (into spirit?)
Coma > Deep Sleep > Dreaming > Waking > ...
home

If the Olympic mascots and official logo do indeed correlate with the five 5125 year cycles
of the Mayan Calendar and the evolution of consciousness, does the arrival of 2012 bring
about the transition into the spiritual consciousness of the 'blue' Olympic ring, leaving the
'orange' ring of animal consciousness behind?
To further correlate the significance behind the 'blue' ring, and to draw a link to the London
Olympics 2012:
"In the past few weeks an 11-mile blue fence has sprung up around the 2012 Olympics
site in east London. Is it a necessary security measure - or a reminder of how divisive the
games are?" Please read to see how significant the 'blue' fence is!
With the ritual use of the number 11, and the colour blue... it appears the Olympic
Games is the perfect demonstration of how our governments can get things right if
they really want to!
How does this all tie in?
As Rik Clay and Justin Stephens have announced, it is their belief that come the Olympics
2012, we are going to see one of the largest hoaxes ever perpetrated on man.
With the rife symbolism in the promotional material, it can be assumed that people at the
very top have an acute understanding of what is about to happen to our planet.
The Beijing Olympics slogan:
"ONE WORLD ONE DREAM"
The premise of spiritual ascension, the opening of our third eyes and telepathic powers all
sound exhilarating and beyond belief, but what if this is real and our impending reality is
everything we've dreamed of?
Do you suppose that the ruling powers who have domineered over us for eternity are likely
to let that one slip, or is it more than likely they are going to try and hijack it and dupe the
public into believing that it is they who are responsible? A biblical, angelic event powered
by a 'Project Blue Beam' anyone? The scene is set... it just depends on what their dream
is.
home
Continued below...

The 2008 Beijing Olympics Torch Relay
The Dalai Lama's recent actions, involving China and the Olympic Games, are all part of
an intended plan to bring 'sun worship' and 'spirituality' to the forefront of everyone's mind.
There are numbers and dates surrounding the Olympic Torch relay and the foreign
relations between the Dalai Lama and China, which insinuate a much greater plan is
taking place! But first, the Olympic flame...
The Origins Of The Olympic Flame
The Olympic Torch today is ignited several months before the opening celebration of the
Olympic Games at the site of the ancient Olympics in Olympia, Greece. Eleven women,
representing the roles of priestesses, perform a ceremony in which the torch is kindled
by the light of the Sun, its rays concentrated by a parabolic mirror.
The Modern Day Torch Relay
The 1936 Games were the first to employ the torch run. This was the 11th modern day
Olympiad. The games were opened by Adolf Hitler in Berlin, Nazi Germany. Incidentally,
Adolf Hitler came to power in 1933 (33 degrees of Freemasonry anyone?).
The Flame Passes Through Lhasa, Tibet 2008
"The Olympic torch is set to pass through the Tibetan capital, Lhasa, on June 20-21.
Chinese government officials have confirmed their plans to continue despite the ongoing
protests and crackdown across ethnic Tibetan areas."
Yes that's right, the Olympic Flame which is lit by the 'sun' passes through Lhasa in
Tibet on the Summer Solstice - the sun of most high!
The Dalai Lama's Visit To The UK in 2008
The Dalai Lama began an 11-day visit to Britain Tuesday, including talks with Prime
Minister Gordon Brown who faces a delicate balancing act of supporting Tibetan rights
while not offending China. Source
So as you can see here, the history of the Olympic Torch relay and the Dalai Lama's
recent actions are compounded with number 11 - sun worshipping symbolism...
home
Continued below...

Oh and we mustn't forget that the Olympic Torch symbolises our 'veiled' moon
Goddess - Isis (as seen here, 'starring' as the Statue Of Liberty in Escape From New York
and holding the flame which represents the Sun God 'Nimrod' also known as 'Baal' - more
info here):

This also relates to the origins of the Christian/Pagan celebration of 'Easter'- (info here)
which derrives from Babylonian/Sumerian times, thousands of years before the so called
birth of Christ!
home
Continued below...

'XXX' Explained - Olympics, Porn and The Proof
Today a new realisation hit me, with regard to the significance and true meaning behind
the sequence of letters 'XXX'.
As most will be aware, 'XXX' permeates our lives in a multitude of ways:
* The London 2012 Olympic Games (XXX Olympiad)
* Pornography
* Kisses on a letter, e-mail or greetings card
* 'Britain's Got Talent' or 'America's Got Talent' TV Show (for the few who still watch TV!)
* In the cinema (xXx with Vin Diesel)
* A certain someone's birthday in 2012
Imagine for a moment, that when you've been showing respect, releasing emotion
and energy to any of the above 'XXX' sequences, you have been feeding the biggest
occult agenda known to man. An agenda which will bring about the spiritual
ascen'sion' of the world under a 'false messiah' known as the 'Son Of God'.
Now imagine for a moment, it's all true...
The 'X' Olympics
It is my belief that the 2012 London Olympic Games (XXX Olympiad) are going to witness
a pre-planned 'alien visitation' alongside the anointment of an 'end times' messiah.
Our focus here is the letter 'X', so let's take a look at two previous Olympic games:
XX Olympiad - The Munich Summer Olympics of 1972

To quote an earlier article of mine:
The 1972 Munich Olympics were host to the first 'official' global terrorist attack, in which 11
Israelis were killed by Black September (the 9th month - 9/11), a group with ties to Yasser

Arafat’s Fatah organization. The Olympics were host to 121 countries:
1234321 = 11:11 x 11:11
121 countries = 11:11
11 fatalities
The emblem of the games was a blue solar logo (the "Bright Sun"). I will be covering the
significance of the colour blue shortly.
X Olympiad - The Los Angeles (The Angels) Summer Olympics of 1932
The 1932 Summer Olympics, officially known as the Games of the X Olympiad, were
celebrated in 1932 in Los Angeles, California, United States. No other cities made a bid to
host these Olympics. Held during the worldwide Great Depression, many nations and
athletes were unable to pay for the trip to Los Angeles. Fewer than half the number of
participants from the 1928 Summer Olympics in Amsterdam competed in 1932.

The Games of the X Olympiad were also the first to use the victory podium (that's right, a
pyramid):
home
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What does all of this mean?
As you can see, the X and XX Olympiads both witnessed remarkable world events,
unrivalled by any other Olympic Games.
The 1932 games were held in the midst of the worldwide 'Great Depression', whilst the
1972 games gave a stage for the world's first dose of 'global terror'.
Does it seem so unrealistic, that the XXX Olympiad may have a surprise in store?
home

XXX - Unveiled
The letter X is more significant than you think.
First of all, you need to understand that the characters of the English alphabet are more
than just letters. They are symbols with meaning, sometimes multiple meanings - much
like the Egyptian hieroglyphs. They are talismans.
X is the 24th letter of the English alphabet. 2+4/2+4/2+4 = 666. XXX can be seen to
represent the number of the beast.
The letter X originated from a letter in the Greek alphabet known as 'Chi'

'Chi' is the 22nd letter of the Greek alphabet - that's 11:11 for any of you who've been
following.
The Spirit Of X or 'Chi'
'Chi' or 'X' were the origins of the Chinese word 'Qi' meaning 'life force' or 'energy flow'.
'Chi' was also the origins of the Japanese word 'Ki', as in 'Reiki'. 'Chi' also features in 'Tai
Chi'.
As you can see, the letter X or 'Chi' is very much about 'spirit'.
home
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X - The Mother Goddess, Isis
"In Plato's Timaeus, it is explained that the two bands which form the soul of the world
cross each other like the letter Χ."
Plato, an ancient Greek esoteric philosopher (important to remember, considering who
we're dealing with) associates the letter X with the 'soul of the world'. 'Soul of the world' in
Latin becomes 'Anima mundi'. Both of these terms are identified with 'Gaia'.
Gaia can be defined as:
"A complex entity involving the Earth's biosphere, atmosphere, oceans, and soil; the
totality constituting a feedback or cybernetic system which seeks an optimal physical and
chemical environment for life on this planet."
Gaia is the 'Mother Goddess', who can be identified as Isis - the mother figure of the
Egyptian trinity.

X - The 'Son Of God', Horus
"Chi or X is often used to abbreviate the name Christ, as in the holiday Christmas
(Xmas)."
Jesus Christ, the 'Son Of God' can be attributed to the sun, much like Horus - the
son figure of the Egyptian trinity.

X - The Father
"A person normally has one pair of sex chromosomes in each cell. Females have two X
chromosomes, while males have one X and one Y chromosome."
A father has one X chromosome. The father can be identified with 'Our father who art in
heaven' or Osiris - the father figure in the Egyptian trinity.

XXX - The Trinity
As you may have realised, this becomes all too easy now. XXX simply means the father,
the son and the mother or should we say the trinity!
If you've listened to Rik Clays recent Red Ice Creations Radio interview, you'll already
know that he believes the 2012 Olympic Games are going to witness the implementation
of the 'trinity for a new age', and here you have it - encoded in the very letters of the
games themselves.
To reiterate, X is far more than just a letter... home
Continued below...

home

XXX and the occult
Imagine your body is a biological computer, and that your 5 senses are filters. If you were
to remove these filters, you would be bombarded by an all engrossing white light - a whole
array of different energies, which you cannot perceive under normal conditions.
When you show emotion to a symbol, an object, a person, your lover - you are generating
frequencies of energy which cannot be perceived through your 5 senses.
Now imagine, that an 'intelligence' which resides outside of your 5 senses, in another
dimension of reality perhaps, is capturing that energy for itself - for its own personal gain.
The occult operates in co-ordinance with this 'intelligence'.
The letters 'XXX' have been empowered as an occult symbol representing the trinity.
If you have no awareness of the occult meaning behind 'XXX', and you go on to show it
emotion, you are feeding this symbol with the energy (from outside of your 5 sense reality)
that it desires.
You are feeding the trinity, or even closer - a trinity event, at the 2012 London
Olympics.
'The truth is always hidden in plain sight'

XXX pornography (single men around the world, giving away their every energy to the
computer screen, the most potent energy of all!)
Here's Amsterdam's Coat Of Arms (a city founded upon its red light district) for good
measure:

XXX the movie (shown in cinemas around the globe, designed to excite the audience.)
Britain's (America's) Got Talent - 3 judges (2 men, 1 woman - father, son and mother the trinity) sat in front of a live TV audience, beaming into homes around the world via the
televi'sion' set. Laughter, tears, panic, applause... a range of emotions feeding yet more
energy unto the symbol 'XXX'.
And finally... something that we're all guilty of doing. We don't even know why we do it,
only that it's drilled into us from a young age:
We all sign our greetings cards and emails with 'kiss kiss kiss' - 'XXX'. As previously
mentioned, X originates from the Greek letter, 'Chi' which in Japanese is 'Ki'. The word
'Ki'ss can be broken down into 'Ki' or 'spirit' accompanied by SS. You could view this as
two snakes, much like the structure of our DNA. home

4 More Years And Counting...
'XXX' symbolises the trinity, much like the early Egyptian creation trinity of Osiris,
Isis and Horus.
We, the world, 'consciousness', have been feeding a 'trinity event', blissfully
unaware for over a hundred years. I believe that this event is going to take place at
the 2012 London Olympics, the XXX Olympiad.
So this leads to the question... who are the members of this 'new trinity'? Who plays Osiris,
the role of 'Father'? Who plays Isis, the role of 'Mother'?
Who plays Horus, the 'Son', the 'end game' messiah for a 'New World Order Of The Ages'?
His birthday is on the 21st June, the summer solstice - the sun of the most high.
In the year 2012, he will be 30 years old = 'XXX'.
His name is Prince William....
The 2012 Olympic Games
Without doubt there is imagery and word play at work connecting a significant event to the
2012 Olympics:
* The 2012 logo which spells 'Zion'
* A movie which could insinuate an alien visitation (here)
* A 1984 Olympics ceremony which stages an alien visitation (here)
* A slogan which spells out the plans for a 'New World Order'
* The Olympic Rings and their connotations of cyclical time
The rabbit hole deepens.....
The Logo's Creator
London Olympics 2012 : Zion
The Zion Street Plan
Beijing Olympics 2008 : Zion & The Fifth World
The Olympic Torch Relay
The Olympic Torch Relay & The Religion Of The NWO
home
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Brian Gerrish - Common Purpose
Brian Gerrish discovered Common Purpose
when he was involved with a group in
Plymouth in the west of England, helping
people find jobs and one of their projects
was repairing wooden boats. He said they
had lots of public support and backing from
the local authorities and everything was
going fine. But then it suddenly changed
and the council support was withdrawn.
When they tried to continue alone, he said
that within a short time key people were
being threatened:
'When we started to explore why we were being threatened we were absolutely
staggered to find a very strange organisation called Common Purpose operating in the
city. And we were absolutely amazed that there were so many people involved but they
were not declaring themselves ...'
In the following video Brian talks of his findings.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBE_0-1v_34

David Icke - Big Brother, the Big Picture
David Icke speaks to the constituents of Haltemprice and Howden about the 'Big Brother'
election, forced by the resignation of David Davis, and the move towards the global Big
Brother enslavement we are all facing! Google it, I'm sure you'll find it. It's worth a listen.
Find it on Youtube David Icke – Big Brother the Big Picture
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBYoEo9u-Us
home
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11:11
Symbology Of The Number 11 (11:11)
With the number 11 appearing frequently throughout my studies, I felt the following
introduction / summary may eliminate the need to repeat myself thus allowing new-comers
and regular readers alike to quickly be brought up to speed.
The facts:
11: In the Universe
* On 11th August 1999 at 11:11am there was a total solar eclipse observed throughout
Europe
* 21st December 2012 at 11:11am is the winter solstice of the final day of the Mayan
calendar
* The current astrological sign of the zodiac is Pisces, we are currently moving into
Aquarius - the 11th sign of the zodiac
* 21st December 2012 = 21/12/2012 = 2+1+1+2+2+0+1+2 = 11
* The sunspot cycle lasts 11 years - the next one peaking in 2012.
11: Pyramid Numerology
* 11:11 x 11:11 = 1234321 (Numerical sequence ascending and descending in the fashion
of a pyramid)
* 111 x 111 = 12321 (Pyramid number)
* 11 x 11 = 121 (Another pyramid number)
* 11 = 3 in binary arithmetic. 3 makes the cornerstones of the Trinity or pyramid
11: 9/11
* The World Trade Centre stood like an '11'
* 9 + 1 + 1 = 11
* September 11th is the 254th day of the year. 2+5+4 = 11
* September 11th was 111 days until the end of the year
* The 1st plane to hit the World Trade Centre was 'Flight 11'
* Total crew on Flight 11 was '11'
* New York is the 11th state of the US Constitution
* September 11th 2001 stands '11' years from 2012 (Note that in the Mayan calendar, it
was said that there would be 20 years of 'no-time'. A period of unrest where the planet is
making a transition from one age to another. 9/11 stood 9 years from the start of this 'notime' and 11 years from the end.)
* The World Trade Centre was built between 1966 to 1977... taking 11 years
home

11: September 11th In History
* On September 11th 1990 at 9.09PM, 11 years prior to September 11th 2001, George
Bush Senior made a speech to Congress entitled "Toward A New World Order":
Just google george bush senior new world order and you should find it.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nrP1VJ9hd0
"A new partnership of nations has begun, and we stand today at a unique and
extraordinary moment. The crisis in the Persian Gulf, as grave as it is, also offers a rare
opportunity to move toward an historic period of cooperation. Out of these troubled times,
our fifth objective—a new world order—can emerge."
* On September 11th 1941, 60 years prior to September 11th 2001, the soil was broken
and the foundations set for "The Pentagon" in Washington DC
* A book written in 1981, 20 years prior to the 2001 attacks, called "The Birth of Christ
Recalculated". The author, Dr. Ernest L. Martin, claims to have calculated the exact date of
Jesus Christ's birth based on the celestial charts for that era. The date of Christ's birth,
based on the famous Star of Bethlehem, is calculated to be September 11, 3 B.C.
* According to Hebrew Scriptures September 11, 1999 was the 6,000th anniversary of
Adam's creation, and year 1 on the Hebrew calendar
11: Significant Days
* Remembrance Day - Two minutes of silence at the eleventh hour of the eleventh day of
the eleventh month (11:00 am, 11 November), supposedly marking the time (in the United
Kingdom) when armistice became effective.
11: Significant Events
* The first NASA space mission to successful land two men on the moon was Apollo 11
* Hurricane Katrina was recorded as "Storm #11". Hurricane
Katrina's wikipedia page states:
On August 28, 11 counties and eleven cities issued evacuation orders, a number which
increased to 41 counties and 61 cities by the following morning
To coincide, NASA's Hurricane Katrina page states:
"The storm formed late on August 23 and developed quickly into a tropical storm by 11
a.m. the next morning."
* Uri Geller stopped Big Ben at 11.11 AM GMT 30th April 1997 (a hoax in my opinion, but
feel free to research)
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11: Royalty
* A google search into the etymology of the word "crown" establishes it was derived from
the Anglo-French word "coroune" in the year 1111.
"1111, from Anglo-Fr. coroune, from O.Fr. corone, from L. corona "crown""
11: Religion
* Jesus Christ = 11 letters
11: Sport
* There are 11 players in a football team. A football game becomes 11:11.
* There are 11 players in a cricket team. Again, 11:11.
11: A summary (to be continued)
The number 11 finds itself embedded in the very fabric of existence. Observed in both the
heavens and in the workings of shadowy world rulers, there are three schools of thought
as to how this could be:
* The first points towards a series of 'inevitable events' deep rooted in the fabric of material
existence. Fate so to speak and that the universe is playing out its script.
* The second speculates that 'the powers that be' have realised the significance of the
number 11 in our ancient past and hijacked it for their own gain.
* The third leads to an assumption that the pyramid builders, are the same people in
control today, and have used the number 11 symbolically throughout recorded history.
Could it be that this 'intelligence' at work, created the solar system (so as to explain the
connections between the number 11 and the universe) or is it simply working to a universal
numerical code?
The above information is all based on published fact, without even going into my own
experiences with the numbers 11:11.
At first I held my own reservations about the significance of the number 11, until I found it
work itself into my life.
Most, if not all of my knowledge and research in this blog, found its way into my life
through moments where I've see an 11:11 on a digital clock, on the microwave or on the
TV. Of late, these have taken a new form, including full blown audible 11:11's from random
members of the general public and arrangements of seemingly random objects forming
something greater than just coincidence.
11:11 has come to signify a change in consciousness or at least the exposure of a new
reality. Puzzling to say the least, but exciting - definitely!
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London Olympics 2012 : The Logo's Creator
To further my coverage of the Olympics 2012 and the plans for a 'false flag' / fake
alien invasion (or an event on the scale of biblical second coming), we have to go back to
the very roots of the Olympics 2012 brand and logo.

The brand was designed by Wolff Olins - a brand consultancy based in London and
New York. They have been responsible for the brand design work behind GE Capital, Sony
Ericsson, Unilever and (RED).
The company was founded in Camden Town, London, in 1965 by designer Michael Wolff
and advertising executive Wally Olins. Wolff left the business in 1983, and Olins in 2001,
though both are still active in the field of branding.
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From 1965 to the early 1990s, Wolff Olins played a central part in developing the craft of
corporate identity in Europe and working with over 500 organizations worldwide. Among
his clients were Audi, Apple records, P&O, Renault, 3i, Pilkington and Volkswagen. The
current designs for Shell and BP are also some of Wolff Olins work.

Again both of these images can be seen as having Illuminati symbolism as demonstrated
in the following video The “Open Your Mind” video is currently available on Youtube.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LEljS3ib84
For a partial list of Wolff Olins current work see
http://www.wolffolins.com/who
This design agency is a force not to be reckoned with - providing corporate identity to the
who's who of Europe since the 1960's.
A quick glance at the Wolff Olins web page shows yet more imagery related to 'Sion':
http://www.wolffolins.com/london2012.php
Is it a coincidence that the Olympics logo can resemble the word 'Zion', and that, on
the website of the agency who created the logo, you can find the word 'Sion'? No.
This can't happen by chance.
Zion (Hebrew: ציון, tziyyon; Tiberian vocalization: tsiyyôn;) transliterated Zion or Sion
Of the two founders, Wally Olins became the real success story.
Wally Olins is generally recognised to be the world’s most experienced practitioner of
Corporate identity and branding.
Given this, I felt a few Googles were required to see what else could be found on Wally
Olins.
Take a trip to the British Library Archival Sound Recordings, and you will find an audio
interview with the man himself.
Wally Olins [WO] born London 19 December 1930. Father Alfred Olins; Mother Rachel
Muskowicz, both born in London in 1896 into Jewish immigrant families escaping pogroms
in Eastern Europe in the 1880's and 90's. Talks about parents' European origins. Briefly
describes mother's family background through memories of grandmother living with them.
Father second son of large family who developed a road transport business. WO talks of
mother having mental health problems and the impact this had on his parents' marriage

and the family in general as well as on himself. Describes his father's successful role in
family business. Talks about father persuading him to become a Freemason and its
triggering a recognition of insider/outsider issues and their relationship to his drives and
ambitions.
It just so turns out that Wally's father was a Freemason and, more than likely, he's one
too. And you wonder why it is, that many of the corporate logos you see plastered around
our cities, contain the 'All Seeing Eye' and hidden occult symbology - well here is your
answer. Everything is connected so to speak.
The designers behind some of Europe's major corporate brands have been and still are,
educated in esoteric and occult philosophies. Wally Olins may have left the Wolff Olins
brand consultancy in 2001, ruling him out as the designer of the 2012 logo, but ask
yourself this - would he leave the company which bears his name in such un-educated
hands? Or is it more than likely that he found the perfect replacements to continue his
legacy?
So to summarise, the man behind the company responsible for the Olympics 2012 logo
was involved in Freemasonry.
Do you believe that the logo for the 2012 Olympics Games is still so innocent?
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The 2012 Stadium Design Video
Hypothetically speaking, if 2012 is to see London established as the 'New Jerusalem' for a
New World Order (a global government under a one world religion)... how could this be
achieved?
We can safely assume that a stereotypical terrorist attack is no longer sufficient to
implement a global unification strategy. In essence an event is required with the magnitude
of a biblical second coming, a threat from outer-space - or even both? An event with the
capacity to create all as 'one'.
In the film Fight Club, a scene depicts Tyler Durden (Brad Pitt) inserting a frame of
pornography into a movie whilst the audience in the cinema watch. Most of them don't
notice it on a conscious level, but they did see it and it did enter their brains. This
demonstrates how subliminal programming works on the subconscious, and it happens to
all of us - everyday.
A video released by the 2012 Olympic Committee depicts the construction phases of the
new Olympic stadium. Talk about provocative imagery...need to try and find this.
Since when was the London Olympics affiliated with small flying saucers, projected "blue
energy" beams, a big 'Independence Day' style mothership and huge robotic street
walkers? Who came up with this concept?
Time stamps of note:
0.40 minutes = 11:11 symbology with the 4 chimneys
1.00 minutes = UFO's flying around the London "All Seeing Eye"
1.40 minutes = Independence Day style mothership
2.00 minutes = Robotic street walkers in the streets of London
3.51 minutes = Three flashes of an Athletes head with sunglasses. At first glance it looks
like an Alien face! and played at normal speed acts as a blatant subliminal.
This video serves one purpose - to plant a seed in your mind! and adds more fuel to the
fire for the proposed "Project Bluebeam"
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The 1972 Munich Olympics Connection
The Wikipedia page for the 2012 London Olympics draws a strange comparison between
the 2012 logo and the logo used for the 1972 Olympics in Munich, Germany.
"BBC Sport acknowledged that 'London 2012’s new logo has got the country talking', and
compared the innovative design to that of the logos of Mexico 1968 and Munich 1972"
The 1972 Munich Olympics were host to the first 'official' global terrorist attack, in which 11
Israelis were killed by Black September (the 9th month - 9/11), a group with ties to
Yasser Arafat’s Fatah organization. The Olympics were host to 121 countries.
Returning to pyramid numerology and the significance of the number 11:
1234321 = 11:11 x 11:11
121 countries = 11:11
11 fatalities
In essence, the 1972 Munich Olympics provided the first world stage for global
terrorism and the inclusion of the significant number '11' was anything but a
coincidence.
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The 1984 Los Angeles Olympics Video
The year '1984' has become synonymous with the George Orwell book of the same name.
"1984 is about life in a dictatorship as lived by Winston Smith, an intellectual worker at
the Ministry of Truth, and his degradation when he runs afoul of the totalitarian government
of Oceania."
This famous novel introduced the concept of 'Big Brother', symbolised by an "All Seeing
Eye", and in recent years has been the basis for the reality TV show. At its core, '1984'
represented life under the New World Order:
WAR IS PEACE
FREEDOM IS SLAVERY
IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH
'1984' has become a talisman of fear for the people of England, Europe and the rest of the
world. It makes sense that, today, those deliberately disseminating fear around the globe
would use that talisman against us.
The '1984' Los Angeles Olympics marked an opportunity for such a symbolic event.
The closing ceremony for the 1984 Olympics involved a UFO flying over the Olympic
stadium and communicating with the audience. The UFO eventually lands, amid smoke
and lights, at which point an alien steps out and greets the public.
Considering the 1984 Olympics had no other connections to UFO and alien phenomena,
the only logical reasoning as to why this happened was again to plant a seed in the publics
mind and to judge our reaction.
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The Olympic Torch Relay & The Religion Of The NWO
With the recent commotion over the torch relay for the 2008 Beijing Olympics you'd
be forgiven for asking why we even bother with it? Any responsible committee would
have halted the parade after it became obvious it was being followed by violent protests.
But no, we had to remain 'in the Olympic spirit' and presume that the keeping of a longrunning tradition was so important that a little police brutality and a few hundred arrests
were mere necessities.
Tibet's been in an international dilemma for nearly 60 years since China sent in thousands
of troops in 1950. Over the decades, several uprisings have been violently quashed by
Chinese authorities, with many monks arrested or killed. The latest of these was in March
2008 and the outcome was once again predictable. China accused Tibet's exiled "spiritual
leader" the Dalai Lama of masterminding the violence – an accusation that should sound
ludicrous for anyone who knows who the Dalai Lama is. The press then used the violence
to aggravate global disapproval of China.
Conveniently the torch relay followed in the same month, and we were shown daily
footage of "Free Tibet" supporters being rugby-tackled and beaten, all around the world,
and this time none of us could avoid feelings of empathy and outrage.
Like with any clear theme in the media, questions must be asked as to the agenda - to
whose advantage is a world of powerless pro-Tibetans? My alarm bells started ringing
when I heard George W. Bush make comments in support of the movement. With this
political support, and apparent propaganda campaigns like the US-backed pro-Tibet radio
station Radio Free Asia, and calls for a boycott of the 2008 Olympics from celebrity actorturned-activist Richard Gere, I started wondering how might our governments be benefiting
from global compassion for "Free Tibet"?
Historically, Tibet has long captured the West's imagination as the site of a mystical Utopia.
This is fundamentally due to the Tibetan Monks' practice of Buddhism.
Tibetan Buddhism is both non-violent and non-dogmatic and uses meditation as a means
to attaining a higher spiritual understanding. Buddhism is different to Christianity in that it is
not centred on a 'God' and is aimed at gaining insight into life's true nature. The Buddhist
believes there are 7 chakras in the human body of which four are of particular
importance.
Hearing of the Tibetan plight on the news every day for a month, I couldn't help but think
that there in itself lies an agenda.
Western news channels successfully manage to feed the population's consciousness with
fear and negativity in an effort to distort the reality around us. They are used as emotional
tools providing the 'elite' with a powerful method of control. I have learnt they are not to be
trusted, but there is a great deal to be learned from them.
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The Religion Of The New World Order
First and foremost, I would like you to consider the Tibetan flag. Symbolically you could
say that Tibet became the blueprint for a religion based on 'spiritual sun worship'.
Given that the 14th Dalai Lama predominantly takes refuge in Western countries, you
could assume that he is in 'the inner circle of those in the know', given the 'sun' symbolism
attributed to him.
Like any country, Tibet still has a class hierarchy and its religious leaders. With rumours
abound that those on the bottom rungs still suffer in tremendous poverty, it becomes
apparent that the last 'spiritual' hope in the world, still abides to a pyramidal power
structure.
As I explained in my other post : Beijing Olympics 2008 : Zion & The Fifth World : BeiBei,
the blue mascot for the Olympics 2008, represents spirit and is the only one to have a
spiritual third eye. This correlates with the blue Olympic Ring, which represents the new
cycle of time of which we are moving into.
One of my very first posts, involved the discovery of a spiritual chakra system in the UK
Passport (sealed with inverted pentagrams). Who is responsible for this if not our own
government or royal figures?
To take this one step further, you can look to the Bible (a road map depicting the plan for a
'New Order Of The Ages') for answers. The Book of Revelations makes numerous
references to the 'seven seals'. This is again symbolic for the seven chakras.
You could even look to the Mayan prophecies for more clues...
In a prophecy written in 1560, a Mayan high priest wrote:
"There 'the masters of our souls' arrived... there the counties were distributed to their
chiefs. There we began to learn the holy faith. There water began to enter our heads.
There were laid the foundations of the high church. The palace of God, the virtuous open
house of God. There the principle of the seven sacraments was founded."
Simply replace sacraments with chakras.
And this is where I propose that the religion of the New World Order, is indeed that
of spirituality, but spirituality based on a power pyramid of oppression, based on
the ascendancy of a 'false messiah' who is going to be declared the 'Son of God',
the 'Return of the King'!
The long declared goal of the Illuminati is to facilitate ascension for humanity under an
enlightened spiritual hierachy. With our current capitalist society on the edge of collapsing
under its own weight, it becomes clear that civilisation founded upon the principles of
spirituality - not greed - is crucial for the survival of our home planet.
You may be aware of the Georgia Guidestones.
Known as A Guide stone For The Future of Humanity
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These stones were erected by an elusive character called RC Christian (with clear links to
Christian Rosencrantz - founder of the Rosicrucians). Take note of the 3rd commandment
for a new age which is found on the stones:
3. Unite humanity with a living new language.
How do you propose, with our multi-lingual planet, that we could phase out all but
one language, unless indeed this refers not to a spoken language, but to telepathy?
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Chakras in the UK Passport - Sealed with Pentagrams
NOTE. This blog does not insinuate the spiritual chakra system is Satanic, but it does
reveal that the chakra system hidden from view in the UK passport is sealed with the sign
of Satan.
To further my investigation into British Royalty and the symbolism of the New World Order,
i would like to draw your attention to this image.

Found in the UK Passport issued in 1998, on a page entitled "This page is reserved for
official observations, if any" followed by the French equivalent and "(11)"
This image means nothing to joe public, but the designers surely meant something by this.
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Now for the interesting part... I'm sure you're all familiar with the spiritual chakra system:

Look at the descending order of the chakras and remember the specific locations of the
heart chakra and the solar plexus chakra. Observe this:

The heart and solar plexus, are perfectly defined with a heart shape and a bright
star, as are the remaining 5 chakra's of the body.
Remember that 11:11x11:11 = 1234321. Why is there a random number 11 on this
page?
And to complete the design, we have not one, but two 5 sided pentagonal flowers. In
between the flower petals are 5 angular points... join the dots and you have two
pentagrams - the seal of Satan!

So as a full image interpretation, you have a human chakra system on an observations
page in the UK Passport containing the number 11, sealed by two pentagrams, the
sign of Satan. This design can also be found on the passport photo, as the hologram,
where the seal of Satan sits appropriately on your third eye chakra.
If you have read my previous post deciphering the British Coat Of Arms (found on the front
of the UK Passport) you may be starting to wake up! Since when did the UK
Government and Monarchy acknowledge the chakra system in the first place? Never...
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